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ABSTRACT
In brain computer interface (BCI) systems, the electroencephalography (EEG) signals give a pathway to a motor
disabled person to communicate outside using the brain signal and a computer. EEG signals of different motor
imagery (MI) movements can be differentiated using an effective classification technique to aid a motor disabled
patient. The purpose of this paper is to classify two different types of MI movement tasks, movement of the left
hand and movement of the right foot EEG signals accurately. For this purpose we have used a publicly available
dataset. Since the feature extraction for classification is an important task, so we have used popular common
spatial pattern (CSP) method for spatial feature extraction. Two different machine learning classifiers named
support vector machine (SVM) and K-nearest neighbor (KNN) have been used to verify the proposed method. We
got the highest average results 95.55%, 98.73% and 92.38% in case of SVM and 93.5%, 98.73% and 90.15% in
case of KNN for classification accuracy, sensitivity, and specificity, respectively when a Butterworth band-pass
filter passed through [10–30] Hz. On the other hand accuracy came to 89.4% in [10-30] Hz when applying CSP
for feature extraction and fisher linear discriminant analysis (FLDA) for classification on this dataset earlier.
Keywords: Brain Computer Interface; Common Spatial Pattern; Electroencephalography; Fisher Linear
Discriminant Analysis; K-Nearest Neighbor; Motor Imagery; Support Vector Machine.
1.

INTRODUCTION

BCI system is simply a communicating system that allows a person to establish a link between the brain and an
exterior device, i.e. computer (Ramesh et al., 2014). According to Isa et al. (2019), the progress of the BCI system
depends on the effective role of signals in classification. This system is mostly feasible for motor disabled patient
such as for a paralysed patient. Because they are unable to perform the actual bodily movement, but they are
capable to imagine a type of bodily movement and as a result MI based EEG signals are generated. So we need to
classify different MI bodily movement EEG signals to lead to the BCI system. Some MI movement tasks such as
left hand, right hand, and foot are mostly used in a BCI system (Pfurtscheller and Neuper, 2001). Several clinical
processes, such as electroencephalography (EEG), functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI), magnetoencephalography (MEG), positron emission tomography (PET) have been applied to detect the brain activities
during MI mental task according to Sadiq et al. (2019). That paper also mentioned that electroencephalography is
the most broadly used because of its easy usage and cheap setup. When the mental brain activity of movement is
identifying, then this activity changes into a command associated to this activity in BCI that control an outer
device such as a computer, a robot, a keyboard, or a wheelchair (Teplan, 2002). After all, the BCI system qualifies
a motor disabled patient to lead his/her life without help of others.
Brain waves are classified according to certain frequency bands; delta: 0.5-4 Hz, theta: 4-8 Hz, alpha: 8-12 Hz,
beta: 12-30 Hz, gamma: > 30 Hz (Palaniappan, 2010). Afrakhteh and Mosavi (2020) mentioned that the expected
frequency band for MI classification is 8–30 Hz (alpha and beta bands). Belhadj et al. (2015) showed the
classification accuracy with different frequency bands and but good results came in 10-30 Hz. We have considered
two different bands of 8-30 Hz and 10-30 Hz at two times and good results came in 10-30 Hz. It is observed that
when a motor imaginary movement happened, both the brain rhythms alpha and beta over the contralateral motor
cortex are used but beta band is mostly used. So we took some from the alpha band and the full frequency from
the beta band. Many papers have worked on the classification of left hand and right hand MI movement but have
not found much work on left hand and right foot MI movement. Alomari et al. (2013), Hossain et al. (2015),
Rashid et al. (2016), Huong et al. (2018), Gaur et al. (2019) and more others have worked to classify left hand
and right hand MI movement based EEG data. That’s why we worked with left hand and right foot.
In this study, we used publicly available benchmark dataset IVb from BCI competition III. Belhadj et al. (2015)
found accuracy highly reached at 89.4% after applying CSP for feature extraction and FLDA for classification on
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this dataset earlier where each channel of the left hand and right foot data had been passed through the 20 𝑡ℎ order
Butterworth band-pass filter. Lavanya et al. (2016) used Parks-Mcclellan FIR filter, Marrugo et al. (2018) a FIR
equiripple filter and IIR elliptic filter and Saha et al. (2019) IIR bandpass filter in pre-processing step. The feature
extraction term describing EEG signals by some pertinent values called ‘features’ (Bashashati et al., 2007). The
feature extraction is essential to reduce noise and extract effective features in signal processing (Rabcan et al.,
2020). Li P. et al. (2013) mentioned that the CSP method finds the spatial filters that can enhance the variance of
one class and decrease the variance of other class at the same time and got the same number of features for two
classes. So the features of two different classes can be easily differentiated and this may increase the accuracy of
classification. Clemente et al., (2019) and Ma et al., (2016) found CSP log-variance features. We have considered
CSP variance features. To improve the classification accuracy, we present a CSP method with a spatial filtering
function to correctly extract spatial features and classification has done by SVM and also KNN. Saha et al. (2019)
also worked with CSP and they considered four trials data but we’ve found good results by considering three trials
that are time-saving. The SVM is a popular machine learning classifier that classifies at least two tasks, based
on the building of a hyper plane that divides all the features per class (Li S. et al., 2013). It is easy to implement
both SVM and KNN classifiers with MATLAB.

2.

DATASET

We used openly available dataset IVb from BCI competition III delivered by Fraunhofer FIRST, the Intelligent
Data Analysis Group and Campus Benjamin Franklin of Charité-University Medicine Berlin, the Department of
Neurology, Neurophysics Group (Dornhege et al., 2004).

2.1

Dataset Description

The EEG data are taken from one healthy person. The dataset holds data from the 7 preliminary sessions with no
feedback where the first 3 sessions are presented with labels. Visual signs were given for 3.5 seconds, according
to two motor imagery tasks that are accomplished by the subject: (F) for the right foot, (L) for the left hand. The
remaining consecutive sessions (4 to 7) are given without any stimulus information class label. During these
sessions, the tasks left hand, right foot and relaxation have been ordered by acoustic stimuli for periods between
1.5 and 8 seconds. The signal recording was done with BrainAmp amplifiers and a 128-channel Ag/AgCl electrode
cap from ECI. 118 EEG channels were measured at positions of international 10/20-system. The mental
state left hand is used to position the cursor at -1, and the right foot is used to position the cursor near +1 (Dornhege
et al., 2004).

2.2

Dataset Preparation

The real data length is 210259x118 for both classes. The EEG segments from both classes have been considered
that are only responsible for MI tasks. Though the original dataset was recorded with 1000 Hz, but we considered
the down-sampled version of the dataset at 100 Hz sampling frequency. We took 3.5 sec from each EEG trial
segment for both classes that produced 350 samples (3.5x100). Therefore, finally we got a data matrix of 350x118
for each EEG segment for each class. Based on the markers provided with the dataset, the data was split into right
foot (RF) and left hand (LH) movement classes using corresponding class labels; 1 for RF and -1 for LH. Using
the class labels, in a total of 210 trials, for the right foot, 105 trials and 105 trials found for the left hand. From
118 channels 30 channels FC5, FC3, FC1, FC2, FC4, FC6, CFC5, CFC3, CFC1, CFC2, CFC4, CFC6, C5, C3,
C1, C2, C4, C6, CCP5, CCP3, CCP1, CCP2, CCP4, CCP6, CP5, CP3, CP1, CP2, CP4 and CP6 were chosen
manually for both classes, which are accountable to control the execution of MI tasks.

3.

METHODS AND PERFORMANCE METRICS

Figure 1 illustrates the block diagram of our proposed work. This diagram consists of some different phases to
find out the class ID that belongs to either left hand or the right foot.

3.1

Pre-processing

Pre-processing is the primary step. Each channel of right foot data has been passed through the 4𝑡ℎ order
Butterworth band-pass filter [10 – 30] Hz. Similarly, left hand data also passed through the Butterworth bandpass filter. Also, the purpose of band-pass filtering is to remove some artefacts arising from eye blinks and other
unexpected bodily movements.
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Figure 1: Block diagram of proposed methodology.
Right foot MI movement of FC5, FC3, FC1, FC2, FC4 and FC6 channel’s noisy signals and Butterworth filtered
signals are shown in Fig. 2(a) and Fig. 2(b), respectively.
Left hand MI movement of FC5, FC3, FC1, FC2, FC4 and FC6 channel’s noisy signals and Butterworth filtered
signals are shown in Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), respectively.

Figure 2: Right foot signals of channels FC5, FC3, FC1, FC2, FC4 and FC6; (a) Non-filtered, (b) Butterworth
filtered.

Figure 3: Left hand signals of channels FC5, FC3, FC1, FC2, FC4 and FC6; (a) Non-filtered, (b) Butterworth
filtered.
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Feature Extraction using Common Spatial Pattern

Siuly et al. (2012) explained that feature extraction is the most important part because the classifier performance
will be better when the features are extracted perfectly. The CSP is used to separate the two imaginary movements
with the help of the number of applied channels (Marrugo et al., 2018). We divide the data of selected channels
by 3-fold cross validation for obtaining training and testing data.
At first, calculate normalized covariance matrices 𝐶 and 𝐶 for class 1 and class 2, respectively as follows:
𝐶 =

(

)

and 𝐶 =

(

)

(1)

Where 𝑋 and 𝑋 both denotes a training data trial of size [C x S], where C is the number of channels and S is the
number of samples of class 1 and class 2, respectively. T for transpose matrices and trace function performs the
diagonal sum of the elements.
Since we considered 3 trials of dataset, the spatial covariance matrices 𝐶 and 𝐶 for class 1 and class 2,
respectively have been calculated by averaging 𝐶 and 𝐶 over the trials as follows:
𝐶 = ∑

and 𝐶 = ∑

𝐶

𝐶

(2)

Compute the composite covariance matrix as follows-

𝐶

=𝐶 +𝐶

(3)

Perform generalized eigenvalue decomposition (GEVD) on it and found an eigenvector matrix (𝐸 ) and a
diagonal eigenvalue matrix (𝐸 ) and sort eigenvalue in descending order.
[𝐸 , 𝐸 ] = 𝑒𝑖𝑔(𝐶

)

(4)

The resulting 𝐸 and 𝐸 matrices have been used to get the whitening transformation matrix (W).
𝑊=

𝐸

(5)

𝐸

Whiten data W1 and W2 of class 1 and class 2, respectively obtained by,
𝑊1 = 𝑊𝐶 𝑊

and

𝑊2 = 𝑊𝐶 𝑊

(6)

Where W1 and W2 are diagonal matrices and W1+W2=I, I is the identity matrix and W1 and W2 share the common
eigenvectors.
Now Generalized eigenvectors (𝐸 ) and eigenvalues (𝐸 ) found using W1 and W2 and later sort the diagonal
elements of 𝐸 .
[𝐸 , 𝐸 ] = 𝑒𝑖𝑔(𝑊1, 𝑊2)

(7)

If the first some eigenvalues are large that means there is a large difference in variances between two classes and
it’s easy to classify.
A projection matrix (P) called the spatial filter coefficients, of size [C x C], has been found as follows:
𝑃=𝐸 𝑊

(8)

With the projection matrix P, the spatially filtered signals X1_CSP and X2_CSP of class 1 and class 2, respectively
can be obtained using a spatial filtering function.
X1_CSP =SpatFunc(X1, P, Dim)

(9)

X2_CSP =SpatFunc(X2, P, Dim)

(10)

Where X1 and X2 are EEG filtered training data of class 1 and class 2, respectively, Dim is the number of
dimensions the filter should attempt to reduce the output vector space to.
Finally, the CSP variance based features are extracted from each trial. The variances of the first and last rows of
X1_CSP and X2_CSP for class 1 and class 2 respectively are applicable features for classification. Then the
features are joined together to make the feature vector of each trial. Feature vector of each trial of the train data is
heap together to make the train feature matrix for training the SVM. The test feature matrix is obtained in the
same process for testing the SVM classifier. We performed generalized eigenvalue decomposition (GEVD) on
the composite covariance matrix and later whiten data for better performance.
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Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 show the outcome of CSP with spatial filtering function which applied to found two spatial filters
that differentiate the right foot from the left hand MI data. After applying the CSP filters on C3 and C4, the output
signals shown in Fig. 4(b) have larger variance in case of right foot motor imagery (red) while signals shown in
Fig. 5(b) have smaller variance in case of left hand motor imagery (red). On the other hand, the signal shown in
Fig. 4(b) have smaller variance in case of right foot motor imagery (green) while signals shown in Fig. 5(b) have
larger variance in case of left hand motor imagery task (green).

Figure 4: A single trial’s C3 and C4 channels of the right foot training set; (a) before CSP filtering, (b) after
CSP filtering, for k=1 fold.

Figure 5: A single trial’s C3 and C4 channels of the left hand training set; (a) before CSP filtering, (b) after CSP
filtering, for k=1 fold.
The distribution of training samples of class 1 (RF) and class 2 (LH) before and after CSP filtering are shown in
Fig. 6(a) and 6(b), respectively. We see that both classes are deeply assembled before CSP filtering and but after
executing the CSP, they are disparate at the same time.

Figure 6: For two trials from the training set for k=1 fold, class 1 (RF) and class 2 (LH); (a) before CSP
filtering, (b) after CSP filtering.
In Fig. 6(b) the horizontal axis provides the largest variance for class 2 (red) and the smallest for class 1 (green)
at the same time. On the other hand, the vertical axis provides the largest variance for class 1 (green) and the
smallest for class 2 (red) at the same time. So after CSP filtering the variance of one class is maximized while
minimizing the variance of the other class at the same time and vice versa.
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Figure 7: (a) CSP training features of the right foot and left hand, (b) CSP testing features of the right foot and
left hand; respectively for the trial run=1 and k=1 fold.
The CSP variance based training and testing features are shown in Fig. 7(a) and 7(b), respectively when the trial
run=1 of the right foot and left hand for k=1 fold. The ‘green’ and ‘red’ colours represent the training features of
the right foot and left hand, respectively. The ‘magenta’ and ‘blue’ colours represent the testing features of the
right foot and left hand, respectively.

3.3

Classification using Support Vector Machine

According to Lotte et al. (2007), a classification process simply determine a class of a set of features extracted
from the signals. SVM classifier is a strong machine learning classifier that requires labelled data and widely used
in MI based BCI systems either in binary (Youg et al., 2008), (Jurcak et al., 2007), or multi-class (Bose et al.,
2016) problems.
In this work, we used two built-in SVM functions. Firstly, svmtrain() used for training the SVM model with CSP
‘training’ feature matrix and later, svmclassify() used for classifying each row of the CSP ‘testing’ feature matrix.
Each row of ‘testing’ matrix represents an observation and each column represents a feature. SVM model has
been evaluated with the ‘testing’ feature matrix. The svmclassify() function takes results from the svmtrain() that
helps to classify feature vector ‘v’ using the Eq. 11.
𝑎 = ∑ 𝑤 𝑘 𝑠 ,𝑣 +𝑏

(11)

Where 𝑠 = support vectors, 𝑤 = weights, 𝑏 = bias and 𝑘 = kernel function. Selim et al. (2018) and Sadiq et al.
(2019) used a radial basis function (RBF) kernel. Rayatnia et al. (2019) worked with linear, polynomial, RBF and
sigmoid kernels and got a better feedback in case of linear kernel. We have considered a linear kernel function.
Vector ‘v’ is classified as a member of class 1 when 𝑎 ≥ 0, otherwise it is classified as a member of class 2. The
SVM classifier trained with the training features of the right foot and left hand and these are separated with a
hyper plane shown in Fig. 8 and evaluated with the help of testing features shown in Fig. 9; for a single trial of
k=1 fold.

Figure 8: SVM separates the training features of the right foot (green) and left hand (red) with a hyper plane
for the trial run=1 and k=1 fold.
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Figure 9: Trained SVM classified testing features of the right foot (magenta) and left hand (blue) for the trial
run=1 and k=1 fold.

3.4

Classification using K- Nearest Neighbor

KNN classifier based on searching of K-nearest neighbors in the feature space to classify new features. This
classification algorithm needs training feature set and also need previously defined ‘K’ value to find the class of
new features. According to Isa et al., (2017), the new features will be classified by considering the maximum
number of neighbor’s class. If we consider K = 7, it means that the new feature classes depend on the nearest
seven neighbors class labels within a particular distance. Let 4 neighbors under the class 1 and 3 neighbors under
the class 2 among 7 neighbors. Then the new feature belongs to class 1. In this work, ‘K’ value ranges from 1 to
10. We performed KNN algorithm with the help of Euclidean distance metrics to find the distance between test
vector and the nearest neighbour (Pan et al., 2004). The Euclidean distance metrics D (a, b) between two points
‘a’ and ‘b’ in the feature space has been found using the Eq. 12. KNN classifier trained with the help of fitcknn()
and verified by predict() function in MATLAB.
𝐷(𝑎, 𝑏) =

3.5

∑

(12)

(𝑎 − 𝑏 )

Performance Evaluation

Some statistical parameters named classification accuracy, sensitivity or true positive rate, specificity or true
negative rate, are used to assess the performance of the proposed method. The accuracy is the percentage of the
test set which is accurately classified with the classifier. The sensitivity is the ratio of the positive set correctly
defined. The specificity is the ratio of the negative set correctly identified (Ghayab et al., 2016). A confusion
matrix is created for accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for each fold. Ubeyli et al. (2010) explained that the
confusion matrix recognizes the common misclassifications of classification method. The accuracy, sensitivity
and specificity are calculated for each fold using Eq. 13, 14 and 15, respectively.
Accuracy =

x 100

(13)

Sensitivity =

x 100

(14)

Specificity =

x 100

(15)

Where TP means true positive that indicates the number of accurately calculated right foot MI tasks, while TN
means true negative that represents the number of accurately calculated left hand MI tasks. FP means false positive
and FN means false negative that represents the number of misclassified left hand and right foot MI tasks,
respectively.

4.

RESULT ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION

In this work, all of the methods have been implemented in MATLAB R2014b. This paper shows all the figures
and table data when the frequency range was 10-30 Hz. Nandi et al. (2021) mentioned that the classifier
categorized the classes of one diagonal entry of confusion matrix accurately and other diagonal entries classified
inaccurately for binary classification. Table 1 shows the confusion matrix for k=1 fold in case of SVM classifier.
Here four values of the right foot are misclassified i.e. going to the left hand class. On the other hand, no values
of the left hand are misclassified. The overall accuracy rate reaches at 94.28%. Table 2 shows the confusion matrix
for k=1 fold and K=9 nearest neighbors in case of KNN classifier and the overall accuracy rate reaches at 92.85%.
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Table 1: Confusion matrix for k=1 fold by SVM
Considered
outcomes

Observed
values

Classification
accuracy rate
(%)

RF

LH

RF

31

4

88.57

LH

0

35

100

Average

94.28

Table 2: Confusion matrix for k=1 fold by KNN
Considered
outcomes

Observed
values

Classification
accuracy rate
(%)

RF

LH

RF

31

4

88.57

LH

1

34

97.14

Average

92.85

Table 3: 3- fold cross validation results for trial 1 by SVM
Fold
1

Accuracy
(%)
97.14

Sensitivity
(%)
97.14

Specificity
(%)
97.14

2

92.85

100

85.71

3

97.14

100

94.28

Avg. of 3 folds

95.71

99.04

92.38

Table 4: 3- fold cross validation results for trial 2 by SVM
Fold
1

Accuracy
(%)
97.14

Sensitivity
(%)
94.28

Specificity
(%)
100

2

92.85

100

85.71

3

95.71

100

91.42

Avg. of 3 folds

95.23

98.09

92.38

Table 5: 3- fold cross validation results for trial 3 by SVM
Fold
1

Accuracy
(%)
94.28

Sensitivity
(%)
100

Specificity
(%)
88.57

2

97.14

97.14

97.14

3

95.71

100

91.42

Avg. of 3 folds

95.71

99.04

92.38

The Tables 3, 4 and 5 show the 3-fold cross validation results of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity of dataset
IVb for trial 1, 2 and 3, respectively after implementing SVM classification technique. Finally, Fig. 10 shows the
3-fold cross validation results of accuracy, sensitivity and specificity for the overall 3 trials.
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Belhadj et al. (2015) considered only five channels and calculated only the classification accuracy for performance
evaluation. Any method can’t be properly verified with just one performance measurement criteria. They didn’t
follow the k-fold cross validation technique, but we did. Using 3- fold cross validation we easily performed
training and validation. We considered thirty effective channels and calculated sensitivity and specificity along
with classification accuracy. Table 6 shows 3-fold cross validation results for the overall 3 trials when K-nearest
neighbor value ranges from 1 to 10 in case of KNN classifier.
100

98.73

98
95.55

96
94

92.38

92
90
88

Avg. Accuracy

Avg. Sensitivity

Avg. Specificity

Figure 10: 3- fold cross validation results for the overall 3 trials by SVM.
Table 6: 3- fold cross validation results for the overall 3 trials by KNN
Value of K
K=1
K =2
K =3
K =4
K =5
K =6
K =7
K =8
K =9
K =10

Avg. Accuracy
(%)
89.68
90.79
90.63
91.58
91
92.22
92.38
93
93.5
92.53

Avg. Sensitivity
(%)
89.20
95.87
92.38
96.2
93.96
97.14
96.82
98.73
96.82
97.77

Avg. Specificity
(%)
90.15
85.71
88.88
86.98
88.25
87.3
87.93
87.3
90.15
87.3

Table 7: Comparative analysis of the proposed work with the existing work of dataset IVB
Methods
CSP + FLDA (Belhadj et al., 2015)
CSP + KNN
CSP + SVM (proposed)

Frequency
Band
[7-30] Hz
[10-30] Hz
[8-30] Hz
[10-30] Hz
[8-30] Hz
[10-30] Hz

Accuracy
(%)
85.3
89.4
92.69
93.5
93.34
95.55

Sensitivity
(%)
96.51
98.73
98.42
98.73

Specificity
(%)
88.89
90.15
88.26
92.38

Table 7 shows that classification accuracy with our proposed methods (CSP+SVM) increased by 6.15% compared
to the previous methods (CSP+FLDA) in [10-30] Hz that applied to the same dataset that we used. In case of
KNN, accuracy increased by 4.1% and specificity increased by 2.23%, i.e. SVM performed well than KNN
classifier.

5.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has showed a feature extraction method to extract features and then performed classification on these
features by two different machine learning classifiers. Filtering has been done by the 4 th order Butterworth bandpass filter successfully. The CSP method was applied on training data and got a projection matrix. Filtered signal
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and projection matrix passed through a spatial filtering function and got the required spatially filtered signal. The
extracted training features from the spatially filtered signal are used to train the classifiers and evaluate with a
new testing feature set successfully. SVM classifier is a desired selection for classifying the right foot and left
hand movements since we gained the better average results 95.55%, 98.73% and 92.38% for classification
accuracy, sensitivity and specificity, respectively for dataset IVb. This will be helpful in the medical field. The
classifier performed well because of better feature extraction, and finally got better accuracy. The future work
focuses on further research on EEG signal processing and its link with a different bodily movement.
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